
Safety Flex push panel
Light weight impact proof horse freindly push panel
3 meter 10 drop rods / Article no. 23-4-80-00130

The lightweight freely movable push panel with electric shock
conducting drop rods, is the safest push panel on the market and is one
of Q-Line's standard innovations. No other exerciser has these
advanced and horse friendly push panels. The horse-friendly push
panels are light, flexible and are suspended in holders that ensure that
the push panel can rotate around its own axis. The lightweight, impact-
resistant drop rods are fitted with a shock conducting stainless steel
wire as standard.

If you want to attach the impact-resistant horse-friendly push panels to
another brand of walker, it is wise to also purchase the suspension
system developed by Q-Line. This guarantees safe use and a long
service life.
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Features

Safety:
The lightweight impact-resistant horse-friendly push panels are designed to train your horses as safely as possible and
come include shock conductive parts.
The Safety Flex push panels are suspended in specially developed holders that ensure that a horse cannot get stuck in a
drift fence.

Sustainability:
By using high-quality industrial parts, we can guarantee a very long lifespan. Due to a technologically advanced design,
the walker rotates almost silently and very lightly, making the Q-line® exercise mills particularly energy-efficient.

Appearance:
The push panels are suspended at a height of 2 meters and consist of an aluminum cross tube containing 1,6 meter long
impact-resistant plastic tubes wrapped with a stainless steel spring for shock conduction.

Maintenance:
Due to the technologically advanced design and the materials used, there is virtually no wear or corrosion, which
minimizes maintenance.

Quality marks:
All parts comply with the machine directive 2006/42EG and are standard provided with the correct quality marks, the Q-
line® products are also certified ex-factory in accordance with the NEN 3140 and ARBO directive and therefore meet all
European safety requirements.



Specifications

Basic material Aluminium / Polyethylene

Fixings Not included

Width Suitable for walkway from 2.3 to 2.5 mtr

Thickness Drop rod 29mm

Drift Fence Safety Flex

Weight 8,2 Kg

Height 1,66 mtr

Included 10 drop rods / 1 cross bar

Length 3 mtr

Not included Suspension set

Suspension Optional to purchase

Transport weight 9 Kg

Transport size 300 x 20 x 15 cm on Euro pallet
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